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The “Promises” of Online Higher Education: Reducing Costs
Executive Summary
The notion that MOOCs and other online courses will reduce the costs of providing higher education and the price students
pay for it is a key part of the presumed “promise” of online learning. The question of whether these courses can actually 		
deliver on these grand claims has rarely been explored–and for good reason. Legislators offering up MOOCs instead of
funding, administrators building the “efficiencies” and “innovation” sections of their résumés with MOOCs, and corporate
providers of MOOC-related goods and services are not likely to look hard at the costs of actually developing and offering 		
such courses.
This paper looks at the trend of charging students more for online courses and at developments in MOOCs that also point
to increased costs for students desiring actual degree credit. In sum, the push for more online courses has not made higher
education cheaper for students. The promise has always been that it will –but that day always seems to be in the future.
A tally of the often-hidden costs of producing high-quality MOOCs and other online courses suggests that these courses are
not actually cheaper for colleges and universities either. In fact, if done well, they can even cost more to produce than
traditional face-to-face classes.
The evidence on time faculty put into a single MOOC, not to mention the array of technical support, hardware, and software
required to put one on, suggests that while some costs may go down in online courses, others go up to offset any purported		
“savings.” While the public, legislators, and even college administrators assume online courses offer savings because of 		
their “repeatability,” the expanded class size they make possible, and the reduced labor costs that result, the expectation that
online classes will be cheaper to offer than traditional face-to-face ones is a pipe dream.
In fact, instead of reduced costs and lowered prices, we can expect even more pressures on colleges to increase tuition to 		
cover the ever-expanding array of costs associated with the rush to go online.
With all that is at stake for the futures of millions of students and for our society, a harder look at the real costs of online 		
higher education is long overdue. At a minimum, there should be more complete accounting by universities of the costs to
produce online courses, more comparative data on tuition prices for face-to-face and online credit-bearing courses, and
greater openness and transparency about the terms of contracts between public colleges and online providers.
Although it’s often assumed, if not promised, that online technologies will reduce the costs of providing higher education and 		
the price students pay for it, the facts suggest otherwise.

Are Online Courses saving money for students?
No. Many online courses are, in fact, more expensive.
For example, tuition at for-profit colleges, which have the highest concentration of online courses and programs, is considerably
higher than in traditional colleges and universities.[1] In 2009, the average tuition was $14,000 a year at for-profits; $2500 at public
community colleges; and around $7,000 at 4-year public colleges. As the chart below from a 2012 U.S. Senate report shows, the cost
of certificates and degrees varies significantly as well[2]:

Increasingly, many public and non-profit colleges are expanding their own online degree programs; and very often they are charging
students more, not less, for these online courses. For example, while four years of full-time enrollment in a face-to-face Business Administration program in the California State University system will cost $21,888 in 2013-14, that same degree will cost $47,700 when
taken at the Fullerton campus through CalState Online, the system-wide online venture of the California State University system.[3]
Four years of online coursework for a Business Administration degree through for-profit colleges cost even more:
•
•
•
•

$49,560 at Ashford University,
$60,000 at Capella University,
$66,780 at Kaplan University, and
$70,200 at the University of Phoenix.[4]

MOOCs, or “Massive Open Online Courses,” seem (and are billed as) in a class by themselves: they are “open” to anyone who wishes
to enroll, and they are free. No wonder they are touted as a revolutionary, democratizing innovation that will make education available everywhere—at no cost.
Will they lower the cost of college degrees for students?
Not according to campus Presidents around the country. Only 8% of those responding to a recent Gallup survey agreed strongly that
MOOCs will be a solution to the rising cost of education for students.[5]
One reason why has been pointed out by Patricia MacGuire, President of Trinity College: “The idea that this is going to stay free and
these companies have the best, most altruistic motives is just not believable,” she said. “Somebody is going to make a lot of money
off of this.”[6] This fact may not have dawned yet on everyone, but it is obvious to those in “the ed tech business” where much of the
conversation about MOOCs centers squarely on how the companies offering them will make money. [7]
While the “business model” or the “how” of profit-making from MOOCs is still a work in progress, the general trajectory is clear.
MOOCs are free now just as many educational TV shows and books from the public library are free; if you just want an “educational
experience,” you can watch a documentary, read a book, or take a MOOC. But if you want a degree or a certificate or anything from
the MOOC that carries real value in the “marketplace,” you will have to pay.[8]
Already, for instance, students are being charged for “certificates of completion,” and there is considerable talk about charging them
for what is called “premium services.”

“Premium Services” for MOOCs works like this. MOOC providers are collecting massive amounts of data on students by offering
their courses “for free.” When they reach large enough numbers, their database will make it profitable to charge a subset of users for
“extra” services. With MOOCs, students could pay for “pseudo-transcripts,” for instance, or detailed information that tells potential
employers how they did in particular courses—even in comparison to other students in that course or other students in a larger database.[9]
If the numbers enrolling are “massive” enough, the courses can remain free – if virtually valueless in the marketplace. According to
venture capitalist John Doerr (one of the main backers of the MOOC provider, Coursera) if a sufficient number of people out of “millions of learners” pay for premium services MOOC providers could easily make a healthy profit.[10] As this observation suggests, the
corporate provider and investor enthusiasm for the “massiveness” of MOOCs may not be so much about spreading knowledge as it is
about getting a big enough set of potential consumers to generate profits.[11]
The bottom line for students? The push for more online courses has not made higher education cheaper for them. The promise has
always been that it will –but that day always seems to be in the future.
Even if online providers are able to create demonstrable savings for students compared to face-to-face higher education, there is still
the issue of value for dollar.
For many students who do not come from rich families, increased job opportunities and upward mobility are an important (but certainly not the sole) value of a higher education degree. There are many reasons to question whether online degrees are a good value for
money on that score, not the least of which is the result of a survey showing that employers do not respect online universities.[12]

Even MOOCs, which get a halo of legitimacy from being offered by respected institutions, will not “compete” with the real deal. The
educational prestige and competitive employment edge will stay with the traditional universities and the more privileged students who
attend them.[13]
With MOOCs and online higher education being directed primarily at middle- and lower-income students[14] and non-elite institutions, we need to ask not only whether those students are getting value for their educational dollar but also whether we as a country
are, under the banner of “increasing educational access,” actually increasing social inequality.[15]

Is online education saving money for colleges and universities?
There’s an assumption that online courses must be cheaper for colleges and universities to offer; but once again, there is no evidence
that online courses, done well, are cheaper than face-to-face classes. In fact, there is considerable evidence that good online courses
can be expected to cost even more than face-to-face courses.

Who says?
College presidents around the country, for one, are skeptical that MOOCs will help their bottom line. In a 2013 Gallup survey only
2% strongly agreed that MOOCs will be a solution for “the financial challenges colleges face.”[16]
Richard Ekman, President of the Council for Independent Colleges, offers one reason why: “Advocates … insist that [online] courses
are more cost-effective. This argument, too, is overstated: The presumed price advantage of the nontraditional approach all but disappears because the higher attrition rate and longer time-to-degree overwhelm any savings.”[17]
E-learning experts agree.
In fact, saving money is “one of the worst reasons” to get into online education, according to Joel Hartman, vice provost and chief
information officer at the University of Central Florida.[18]
Phil Hill, an e-learning expect who has advised universities about developing online programs, has also cautioned: “Quality online
education costs real money – registration systems, instructional design, course instructors, academic oversight and quality assurance,
LMS and collaboration systems, student services, marketing and enrollment support. Someone has to pay.” [19] Many of these costs
(and others such as IT infrastructure, technology maintenance, help desks, for instance) aren’t always obvious to non-experts in online
learning and can often function as costly “financial gotchas” for institutions once programs are underway.[20]
Saul Fisher has provided perhaps the most detailed analysis of costs associated with online courses.[21] He begins by addressing the
common belief held by the public, elected leaders, and even college administrators that online courses must be cheaper to produce
than face-to-face courses. On the face of it, Fisher admits, the notion seems uncontestable. After all, there is no need for classrooms
(and their associated costs); more students can be put in a class since space is no barrier; and fewer instructors are needed as a result.
Fisher shows, however, that this “no-brainer” scenario is actually an unrealistic ideal because the efficiencies assumed to follow in
online courses are either elusive or else offset by new costs that can outweigh any savings.
For instance, while there is an assumption that higher initial production costs for online courses can be recaptured through repetition
of the course, all quality courses have limited shelf life that cuts into those presumed savings. What actually happens is that while
short-term iterations of online courses may be cheaper (after high initial costs for production), costs rise sharply when it is necessary
to re-create or retool the course.
As for the claim that more students can be enrolled in an online course than a face-to-face one, Fisher responds that this apparent
“efficiency” has to be weighed against effectiveness or “quality of output.” As the dismal completion rates for MOOCs suggest, that
“output” is uneven.
Even labor savings, Fisher shows, are an unfilled promise in online courses: “Instructional technologies MAY cut the need for INSTRUCTORS, but they ALMOST ALWAYS increase the number of persons needed to design, develop, deliver, support, and sustain
instructional technologies—not to mention the costs of licensing software, obtaining rights to intellectual property, and training faculty
and staff. When we add all these costs up, he concludes, “The comparable cost of the all-in-one faculty member found in traditional
teaching environments begins to look far more attractive.”
Fisher could hardly be firmer in his conclusion about cost savings in online courses: “There can be no guarantees—or even rational expectation—that online instruction either becomes very inexpensive over time, or costs much less than traditional instruction.” In fact,
“the ideal scenario is simply a pipe dream.” [22]

The Costs of College/Corporate Partnerships
For a variety of reasons (including daunting costs such as those mentioned above and lack of technical expertise among most college
administrators), many universities have begun contracting with a variety of companies to assist in expanding online programs.[23]
These for-profit companies, such as Pearson, Embanet, Learning House, Bisk, Deltak, Academic Partnerships, 2U and scores of others
are known as “enablers” or BSPs (Bundled Services Providers). They provide a wide variety of online learning services to universities, such as course development, marketing, and IT support.
Paying for these services can also drive up a college’s costs–significantly. According to Paul LeBlanc, President of Southern New
Hampshire University, the companies usually take about 50% of all tuition revenue generated by the online courses using their
services.[24] One for-profit company, Academic Partnerships, collects a full 70 percent (down from an original 80%) of the tuition
revenue from one “partner,” Lamar University.[25]

Even more recently, established public and non-profit private colleges and universities are beginning to partner with MOOC providers,
such as Udacity, Coursera, and EdX. Since MOOCs themselves are “free,” it might be reasonable to expect real “bargain basement”
deals for colleges and universities, but that is far from the case.
Perhaps the most extensive analysis of costs of these partnerships for colleges is provided by Christopher Newfield, who has examined
the contract between Udacity and Georgia Tech to offer a Master’s degree program in Computer Science. In “Where are the Savings?” he concludes that there are no significant savings for Georgia Tech in this deal.
Laboriously unpacking spreadsheets and contractual details, he discovers that Udacity and Georgia Tech will spend roughly $3.1 million for a projected 200 students the first term at a cost of roughly $15,700 per student per year.[26] Hardly a savings.
Further, to realize the $19 million in revenue projected for Year 3 of the program, the project will need 8,700 full-time paying students,
an unreasonable number actually “larger than the total number of computer science master’s degrees granted in 2009-10 in the United
States.”
Not only will this deal fail to save the university money; it could, according to Newfield, actually cost the university money over the
long run while bringing huge benefits to Udacity:
Udacity gets the intellectual content for a master’s program of 20 courses at an upfront cost of $400,000. It borrows
Georgia Tech’s reputation as its own, at a huge discount (no training of graduate students, no support for labs, no decades of
accumulated know-how through which Georgia Tech earned its reputation). It acquires these courses for a proprietary
platform: Georgia Tech cannot offer these OMS CS courses, created by its own faculty, to a competing distributor.
Udacity expects Georgia Tech faculty members to maintain and update course material, and can use their latest version.
While requiring that Georgia Tech not compete with it, it can take Georgia Tech-created courses and offer them to tens or
hundreds of thousands of non-registered students — and sell a program certificate for those courses. These courses will differ
from Georgia Tech’s in being “minimally staffed to rely on course assistants only for student assessment,” but will use		
Georgia Tech’s content to compete with Georgia Tech’s and all other masters’ programs. With these courses, Udacity enters
the master’s certification business, selling a complete degree program without a degree’s intellectual ecology, physical		
infrastructure, interpersonal venues, and sunk costs.
As uneven as it seems, the Udacity deal with Georgia Tech is not outside the norm in the MOOC arrangements with non-profit colleges that have been made public.[27] EdX, another MOOC provider that could be expected to offer better deals since it is a non-profit entity, requires that EdX get paid first—and paid handsomely. Even for courses developed by the home institution and simply
delivered through EdX’s platform with no other services provided, EdX gets the first $50,000 from the course, an additional $10,000
for each repeat plus 50% of all revenue generated above that. Any services, of course, cost extra.[28]
The bottom line for public and private non-profit colleges and universities? While online service providers and “enablers” often promise and elected officials and others often believe that online learning will decrease a college’s costs, that is not what is happening.[29]
If anything, we can expect even more pressures on colleges to increase tuition to cover the ever-expanding array of costs associated
with the rush to go online.[30]

Why the push?
If online education isn’t saving money – and may actually be costing students and colleges more, why is there is such a push for more
of it? The reasons are complicated, to be sure; but the fact is that snappy slogans, massive amounts of corporate money, and a great
deal of wishful thinking have created a bandwagon mentality that is hard to resist.
Faculty who raise questions about costs, student success, or educational quality are often ridiculed as Luddites; and college administrators who weigh pros and cons can find themselves pushed to the curb.[31]
It is just much easier to join the crowd. Faculty, staff, and administrators who do so with enthusiasm and without question are regaled
as “innovators.” Online supporters in state legislatures get credit for “doing something” about the higher education crisis and offering “solutions” that don’t require significant state investment.[32] Add to these pressures (as discussed in “The ‘Promises of Online
Higher Education: Profits,” a parade of savvy corporate leaders promising unprecedented educational opportunity just around the
corner (while making staggering sums of money along the way), and it’s little wonder the push is on.
But the real bottom line for students, their parents, and our country is this: There is simply no substitute for public investment in higher education, and there is no single cheaper teaching modality or low-cost “magic bullet” that will meet our need for qualified college

graduates.
With all that is at stake for the futures of millions of students and for our society, a harder look at the real costs of online higher education is long overdue. At a minimum, there should be more complete accounting by universities of the costs to produce online courses,
more comparative data on tuition prices for face-to-face and online credit-bearing courses, and greater openness and transparency
about the terms of contracts between public colleges and online providers.
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